Backplane Wiring
PECL DRIVE: Install wires at TP6, TP7 to backplane
PECL RECEIVE: Install wires at TP8, TP9 from backplane

JP1 Jumper Select
Position A: Clock sourced from local oscillator
Position B: Clock sourced from backplane

POWER NOTES:
U1: 10 uA estimated draw
U3: 33 mA
U3: 16 mA

REVISION NOTES:
1.) Changed Vcc connection on U3 from 3.3V to 5.0V
2.) Changed termination scheme on U2 from single 100 ohm resistor to dual 50 ohm
3.) Changed U1 from TXB0104 to TXS0104, solves backplane open-drain concerns